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Abstract— Recent development in high density lithium- ion 

battery technologies expanding the electrical vehicle market 
structure. New technologies used to help for solving problem 

regarding to the battery cell of electrical vehicles. Issues like 
charging time, battery life, temperature rising at charging 

process. These issues can be solving by using CCCV method 
complicating factors include safety, durability thermal 

breakdown and cost of Li-Ion batteries should be used within 
safe temperature and voltage ranges in the operate safely and 

efficient. This paper present smart new technology CCCV 

method for improving the charging process for the electrical 
vehicle. The electrical are expanding rapidly therefore it need to 

simplicity. Development and availability of fast charging 
technologies is lead to expanding the electrical vehicle use for 

large community of India to compare with the petroleum 
vehicles. 

Keywords— fast charging, cccv method, battery storage. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years electrical vehicle is growing fast. With the 
advantages of zero pollution, high energy sources, electrical 
vehicle has been the new development point of electro motor 
industrial. Li-Ion battery has been widely used in electrical 
vehicle its high energy density, high long-life cycle and high 
safety level. Charging electrical vehicles batteries at rates 
comparable to gasoline vehicle, gasoline vehicle gives 
pollution to the environment. 

Rapid charging process is the CCCV (constant current 
constant voltage) method. To reduce the charging times, it 
involves the charging the battery with high constant current in 
a low state of charge region through the decreasing charge 
current increase with the aim of minimizing cell degradation. 

Rapid charging pattern is related to balance between the 
charging time and cell life cycle. This charging pattern gives 
the less charging time. 

 

II. GENERAL ASPECT OF ELECTRICAL VEHICLE 

 Improvement of air quality. 

 Improvement of transportation sector. 

 Less maintenance. 

 . 

      III.  CCCV METHOD:  

Constant current constant voltage charging method is 
commonly approach to battery charging where the charger 
applies a constant current until the battery reaches a 
predefined voltage potential, at which point voltage is held 
constant and the current continuous to decrease until a full 
charge is reached. This is given in below diagram. 
 Different batteries have different characteristics 
when it comes to charging. The constant current constant 
voltage strategy which includes CC stage and CV stage has 
become very popular method to charging Li-Ion battery. 
When constant current is giving to the battery and then 
terminal voltage increase maximum safe voltage. Then 
battery starts to charge at constant voltage till the battery 
meets the target. Open problem is to select the correct current 
at constant current stage. High current cause energy loss.   
   Initially ,the battery is charged at constant 
current.when the battery is nearly full, its voltage reaches the 
constant voltage setting of the charger ,and the current decays 
expontially as the battery gets a finishing charge. 

 

     IV. EXPERIMENT: 

     1.Battery and equipment: 

     The battery uses is 18650 cylindrical Li-ion battery with 
normal capacity of 1.37 Ah, a normal voltage of 3.7 V, and a 
cut-off voltage of 4.25 V. The maximum charging and 

discharging rates are 1C and 2C Respectively. The positive 
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electrode material is LiFePO4 and negative electrode material 
is LiC. the battery tester is LD battery tester with 8 test 
channels and the test process can be programming and 
monitor by computer. The battery was tested in a temperature 
chamber to ensure the temperature parameter 
 to be constant. The detail parameters of battery tester and 
temperature chamber. 
      Using CCCV increases the charging speed and charging 
efficiency also increased. Most effective method for charging 
time decrease and battery life cycle increase.  
  

 

 

                           Figure 2.  experimental setup. 

         2)   EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS: 

 Battery charging process. 
 

As AC convert DC. Voltage is sense by sensors. As 
charger is connected to the vehicle for charging process. Then 
battery is start giving output. all the batteries in series switch 
their position to parallel. The series voltage of batteries 
measured. If series voltage is not below 15V.then notification 
blink on users mobile i.e maintenance is required – go to care 
center. If the series voltage is below 15V then charging 
process is start. 

On the other hand, LCD is displaying some information 
about temperature, charging percentage. Voltage is checking 
along way and displaying. Then if battery is full or 100%. 
battery charging process is automatically stop. 

In case of temperature raised above 45C, then 
automatically charging process stop and also if we disconnect 
the charger from EV’s charging port charging process is stop. 

 
 Battery Management System: 

 
BMS is system which is manage rechargeable battery to 

insure it operates safely and efficiently. It ensures that battery 
is operate safe limit. BMS is responsible to the temperature 
management of battery. It also mange cooling and trigging 
and other safety mechanism to minimize the risk. 

Overheating of the battery pack detected by BMS. Due to 
overcharging of lithium-ion lead to overheating and 
explosion. BMS continuously monitor volage of battery pack. 
Also, BMS does the  

1. SOC determination: it providing user indication state 
of charge (SOC)it indicates the capacity left in the 
battery. 

2. SOH determination: it measures batteries 
capabilities. 

3. Cell balancing: in case of multi cell battery 
compensating for weaker cells by equally charge on 
all cells in the chain. 

 
A typical CCCV pattern is use to target charging time. 

Cycle life span performed between 3.0 and 4.25V using this 
method. 

The Constant current constant voltage charging method 
widely adapted due to their simplicity and easy 
implementation. 

 
 Switching of batteries (Series, parallel):                          

 At starting battery is in series position when we start 
charging battery switch its position series to parallel because 
in the parallel position overall resistance decreases so current 
is increases. At the discharge battery switch their position to 
series. 

 When the batteries connected in the parallel the current 
flowing through the circuit increases with no of batteries in 
the circuit so total current of circuit is increases. 

 

 
            Figure 3. Conceptional design of CCCV method. 

 

Batteries required a constant current to charge the battery 
until the battery voltage achieves a predefined safe limit .at 
which constant voltage begins. Then charging voltage kept 
maximum charging voltage. charging current is exponentially 
reduces. Constant voltage is used to limit the current and thus 
prevent battery from overcharge. 

 Different batteries have different characteristics when it 
comes to charging time. Here is some tesla model batteries 
and their charging time. Below table shows the list of tesla 
batteries used for the real-world data collection. 
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Battery 

code 

Tesla 

model  

Capacity 

(kwh) 

Charge 

time  

BT37 3 Long 

range  

72.8 23 

BT70 S70 65.8 33 

BT85 S85 73.4 27 

BTX4 S/X90 79.6 23 

BTX5 S/X75 71.6 27 

BTX6 S/X100 95.7 20 

BTX8 RareS/X75  25 

                   Table 1. Tesla batteries 
   
    At starting development of the cv step charging pattern, 
which is rapid charging method that allows self-charge 
control to reflect cell degradation and reduces cycle life 
degradation. 
    On the development of a charging pattern that controls 
charging rate according to capacity degradation of battery 
cycle ultimately adjust the charging.   
     
    3)  CHARGING CHEMICAL REACTION: 
  In charging process, the electrons move from the 
positive electrode to the negative through the external circuit, 
and Li+ moves the positive electrode to the negative 
electrode through separator in electrolyte. 
 When the lithium-ion battery is discharging it 
provides current to the external circuit. Internally the anode 
releases the lithium ion in the oxidation process which pass to 
the cathode. The electron from the ions starts flowing to 
opposite direction, flowing out in electrical circuit that is 
being energized. 
 During the charging process the reaction occurs in 
the reverse direction with the lithium ion passing from the 
cathode through the anode the electrons provide by external 
circuit combine with the lithium ions to provide the stored 
electrical energy. 
 Charging process at low temperature shows main 
model consist of polarization and impedance increases. The 
fast-charging process is divided in to two stages. The first 
stage is charging battery with the maximum charging rate 
until the cut off voltage reached. The second stage is charging 
current was decreased to half of the maximum charging rate, 
and the terminal voltage can be decreased.   
 
4) Result of experiment: 

According to the CCCV charging process once the cut 
off voltage is rapidly reached at a low temperature; the 
terminal voltage can be decreased with charging current 
decreased from the maximum rate.  

 Charging at 25 C: 

The terminal voltage at temperature 25C of two stage 
CCCV strategy increases near about 4.25V with state of 
charging 75%. With current decreasing, the terminal voltage 
of two stages CCCV strategy decreases to voltage 3. 42V.The 
increasing in the terminal voltage indicates that the normal 
CCCV charging process has been changed by the increase in 
the internal resistance at low temperature. 

The first charging stage of CCCV strategy which is 
charging battery at maximum charging rate until cut off 
voltage reached does not last long before the cutoff voltage is 
reached is reached in internal resistance and high charging 
rate. 

The second charging stage decreases the charging current 
and the terminal voltage is increases until the cut off voltage. 

Variation in charge time and avaiable capacity relative to 
the cycle no. for the 18650 battery .as the no of cycle is 
incresed at high rated charging and discharging is rapidaly 
done.when the battery charging process is start then the 
battery manegement system is monitoring process.maintain 
the voltage at the dischaging process. 

The charging period of CCCV two stage are 180min.it 
has maximun capacity and minimum charging time .when the 
charging process is start then the battery temprature increse 
ifvtemprature goes above 45C then the charging process is 
stop beacause the ultimate range of the temprature is 
predefine. So the safe opration within a limit is continued. 

The charging period was decreased and capacity of 
battery increasedwith CCCV method .CCCV also increase 
some percentage of of charging capacity and some percentge 
battery life. 

The overall result is the CCCV method is having great 
impact in theworld  electrical vehicle. As the battery charging 
field is improve then the electrical vehicle is the most 
intersting and more convinient to user. Now days user is 
more comfortable to use these vehicles therefor this field is 
incresing rapidaly.Many more stretegies are avilable to 
rebuilt the electrical vehicle.the battery problem issuse are 
solve then after electrical vehicle have their great market.  

 Calculation for current : 
 Its challenge for this method to providing constant 

current for the circuit. Current provide the balance between 
the charging performance and battery life. 

Normal range of voltage , 
 I= V/(R+nr/m) 
   = 48/(1+1*12/4) 
   = 48/4 
    =12A 
Experiment range  
I=24/ (1+1*3/4) 
  = 20.2102A 
5)  CONCLUSION: 
Here we proposed the CCCV method which is rapid 

charging method for the electrical vehicles. Based on result of 
experiment CCCV method has several advantages on the 
other type of charging. This method id simple and convenient 
to the user. 

Using Li-Ion battery for constant current constant 
voltage method is really worth. Charging and discharging is 
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dependent on reaction of anode and cathode.in the charging 
process of battery controlling undesirable changes. This 
method decreasing the charging time and increasing the 
battery cell capacity. 

This paper explaining the fast-charging system that do 
not damage the batteries. 
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